Permanent deletion of the log with RetroSign_Util.

If RetroSign_Util is not downloaded, please press [here](#).

Connect RetroSign GR1 or GR3 to the computer.

**Note:**
The DELTA RetroSign USB drivers must be installed in advance.
The drivers is included in the *GR1-3 software pack* that can be found on: [GR1-3 software pack](#).

Start RetroSign_Util

When RetroSign is connected and turned on RetroSign_Util automatically gets the information from RetroSign. If the firmware is included in the log delete recommendation, the program will show it:

Press the Delete Log button and confirm with YES
The log is now permanently deleted and the log can hold approximately 65000 measurements before a permanent deletion must be performed again. However, it is recommended to send the instrument for service and firmware update when convenient.

If the firmware is up to date, the program shows it too, and nothing should be done: